Abstract Gene regulatory networks exhibit complex, hierarchical features such as global regulation and network motifs. There is much debate about whether the evolutionary origins of such features are the results of adaptation, or the by-products of non-adaptive processes of DNA replication. The lack of availability of gene regulatory networks of ancestor species on evolutionary timescales makes this a particularly difficult problem to resolve. Digital organisms, however, can be used to provide a complete evolutionary record of lineages. We use a biologically realistic evolutionary model that includes gene expression, regulation, metabolism and biosynthesis, to investigate the evolution of complex function in gene regulatory networks. We discover that: (i) network architecture and complexity evolve in response to environmental complexity, (ii) global gene regulation is selected for in complex environments, (iii) complex, inter-connected, hierarchical structures evolve in stages, with energy regulation preceding stress responses, and stress responses preceding growth rate adaptations and (iv) robustness of evolved models to mutations depends on hierarchical level: energy regulation and stress responses tend not to be robust to mutations, whereas growth rate adaptations are more robust and non-lethal when mutated. These results highlight the adaptive and incremental evolution of complex biological networks, and the value and potential of studying realistic in silico evolutionary systems as a way of understanding living systems.
Introduction
Biology is, at its core, the study of systems that evolve by natural selection. The complexity of biological systems, and the evolution of such complexity, has posed many problems for evolutionary biologists and theoreticians since Charles Darwin first published the theory of evolution by natural selection. One such hurdle is the lack of a complete fossil record from ancestor to present-day organisms, complete with genomic DNA. One way to overcome this is with computer models of evolution that can track the entire evolutionary history and lineages of the digital organisms, providing a complete 'fossil record' from the 'ancestor' of each organism. For example, Richard Lenski and colleagues' work with the Avida model (Ofria and Wilke 2004) has shown the adaptive evolution of complex features within 'digital organisms' arises in an incremental fashion (Lenski et al. 2003) . These results show that increasingly complex functions can be built from simpler functions, and in many cases functionality, or lack of, differed by a single mutation between parent and offspring. In several cases deleterious mutations provided stepping-stones for further complex functionality to evolve. However, the model used is abstract and not reflective of natural biological systems. The genomic structure, which consists of a sequential, circular list of CPU-like instructions, is an abstraction of a real genome, with limited interaction between 'genes'. Functionality is based on logic functions, such as NOT, NAND and XOR, whereas biological systems process information through molecular mechanisms, such as gene regulation. This begs the question as to whether the results of such an abstract model can be applied directly to biological systems.
In considering the evolution of gene regulatory networks (GRNs), there is much debate as to whether the observed architectures result from adaptive pressures or non-adaptive processes. Recent evolutionary work using Escherichia coli has shown the de novo evolution of global regulatory networks governing DNA superhelicity and stringent response in multiple, independent populations, indicating adaptive selection (Philippe et al. 2007) . Further key innovations such as the evolution of a population capable of using citrate as a food source in a glucoselimited environment indicate adaptive selection for such functionality (Blount et al. 2008) . Recent theoretical and computational works have also indicated adaptive forces drive and shape network evolution (Crombach and Hogeweg 2008; Jenkins and Stekel 2010) . One aspect debated is that of network motif abundance. Proponents of network motifs claim that the over-abundance of several motifs, such as the Feed-Forward Loop (FFL), is evidence of adaptive selection . This argument is further strengthened by research indicating that FFLs have specific function with GRNs and are therefore adaptively selected for on this functionality Mangan and Alon 2003; Dekel et al. 2005; Kaplan et al. 2008) and specific motifs are more conserved in organisms sharing similar lifestyles (Babu et al. 2006 ). Yet, evidence also suggests that network motif structure does not determine function (Mazurie et al. 2005; Ingram et al. 2006; Meshi et al. 2007 ). Moreover, the over-abundance of specific motifs is based on a flawed argument using ErdosRenyi random graphs. When realistic replication process of GRNs is taken into account the over-abundance of network motifs is easily explained as a result of non-adaptive processes Babu et al. 2004; Banzhaf and Kuo 2004; Cases and de Lorenzo 2005; Cordero and Hogeweg 2006) . Other aspects are global regulators (Gottesman 1984; Martínez-Antonio and Collado-Vides 2003) and 'scale-free' network properties (Barabasi and Albert 1999). Cases and de Lorenzo (2005) describe a process of non-adaptive genome evolution that will result in the occurrence of global regulators through purely non-adaptive gene duplications. Lynch (2007a, b) takes this argument further showing that ''many of the qualitative features of known transcriptional networks can arise readily through the non-adaptive processes of genetic drift, mutation and recombination''. Without being able to repeat evolution of life on Earth, it is difficult to resolve these questions.
Global regulators have previously been defined by Gottesman (1984) and further defined by Martínez-Antonio and Collado-Vides (2003) , as transcription factors (TF) that: (i) regulate several metabolic pathways, or responses to environmental stimuli, (ii) regulate large numbers of genes and operons, (iii) will form regulation cascades, providing a hierarchy of regulation, (iv) are likely to coregulate with other TFs or global regulators and (v) regulate operons which are transcribed by different r factors. The clear and quantitative definition of global regulator structure therefore makes this complex structure an ideal 'motif' to search for within gene regulatory networks and their evolution.
Once specific features have been identified within gene regulatory networks, the adaptive and non-adaptive hypotheses for network evolution can be addressed. If the non-adaptive hypothesis, supported by Lynch and others, were correct, then we would expect to find similar structures, such as global regulation and hierarchy in networks evolved both adaptively and non-adaptively. Whereas, if the adaptive hypothesis, supported by Lenski and proponents of network motifs, is correct we would expect to find statistically significant differences between network structures and architecture of networks evolved adaptively when compared to those evolved using only non-adaptive processes.
We aim to address this fundamental question of 'adaptive versus non-adaptive' evolution of network topology using a biologically realistic computational approach analogous to that used in Avida. We set out to answer a number of questions: (1) Is it possible to identify whether network features, in particular global regulators, evolve as a result of adaptive or non-adaptive processes? (2) Is the evolved topology and complexity of a network dependent on the complexity of the environment? (3) How does complexity arise within an evolving network?
In posing these questions, we are relying on a concept of complexity; however, measurement of the complexity of biological systems is inherently a very difficult task. Adami et al. (2000) discuss measures of biological complexity at great length and point out that complexity can be defined in physical, structural or functional ways. We use a loose, qualitative view of complexity, considering the numbers of and interactions between functional sub-systems.
Unlike much previous work, we use a biologically informed GRN model that includes the processes of transcription, translation, metabolism, biosynthesis and detoxification, which is fairer to compare with biological systems. To achieve such a comparison, the single fitness function within the model, rather than a specific goal, is equivalent to the 'fitness' of any biological organism: survival and replication. We investigate the evolution of GRNs and their functional complexity using several simulated environments of varying complexity, with the single goal of surviving and replicating.
We show that network structure and function is directly related to environmental conditions. Further, network complexity also evolves in a number of stages, generating a functional hierarchy of inter-connected systems, in which specific systems require others as a prerequisite to their evolution. Global regulators are also strongly selected for under specific conditions. The resultant selected global regulators have a structure different to those found nonadaptively, indicating an adaptive influence. Perturbations to this hierarchy produce effects of differing severity based on the level perturbed; lethal in low-level, 'essential' systems, to negligible in high-level systems, indicating varying levels of robustness.
Materials and Methods

Model Components
The gene regulatory network model used is an extension of the adaptive model described by Jenkins and Stekel (2010) . Briefly, the model consists of a gene regulatory network (GRN) which contains three types of genes: (1) input genes, which represent the state of the internal energy, detection of external food environments of the model or detection of internal stress conditions, (2) regulatory genes, which act solely as transcription factors (TFs) and (3) output genes, which represent the production of biomass, or response by a stress pathway, and a number of molecular species representing proteins, energy and stress.
The first type of input gene, nrg1 and nrg2, represents internal energy signalling systems, responding to the level of energy within the model, and is activated if level of energy is above a threshold, T , for nrg1 and nrg2, respectively (see Table 1 for parameter values and how they are derived). This process is analogous to unbound catabolite repressor protein (CRP) in E. coli reflecting a high-energy state, and bound CRP-cAMP complexes reflecting a low-energy state. A second type of input gene, fod1 to fod9, represents a generic enzyme within a metabolic pathway associated with a particular food and therefore reflects the activation of that pathway when that food is detected in the external environment. Food availability is determined by a predefined function, such that each food will be available for approximately 12% of the time, and when food is available a fixed amount of energy is produced within the model, P energy 1À9 , for fod1 to fod9, due to metabolism (not modelled). The final type of input gene, rcp1 and rcp2, represents an intra-cellular stress receptor and signalling system, and is activated if any amount of a specific stress is present within the model. The first type of output genes, consisting of syn1 to syn4, represents generic proteins within four different biosynthetic pathways and therefore represents activation of each of those pathways as a whole. A fixed amount of biomass is generated with each activation event, P bio 1À4 (for syn1 to syn4, respectively). Similarly, a fixed cost is associated with each activation event representing the production of additional proteins (not modelled) within the pathway, C bio 1À4 (for syn1 to syn4, respectively). The production and cost values for each biosynthesis gene are different meaning that the biosynthesis pathways have varying energetic properties. The final type of output genes, rsp1 and rsp2, represents stress response pathways, and with each activation event will remove a fixed amount of specific stress molecules to the receptor/response pair of genes, R stress 1 , R stress 2 (for rsp1 and rsp2, respectively). Similarly, a fixed cost is associated with each response event representing the additional energy required to degrade or remove the stress molecules from the model, C (for rsp1 and rsp2, respectively). Each type of gene (input, regulatory and output) produces a protein product, which can interact with specific binding sites on the DNA and influence expression of other genes. A cost is associated with each gene expression event, consisting of cost for transcription (C mRNA ) and translation (C protein ) of n proteins, given by Eq. 1:
The model abstractly represents the energy-containing potential of molecules such as ATP, nucleotides and amino acids as a single 'energy' molecule, represented as an integer value within the model. Energy, as in biological organisms, is essential for fuelling cellular processes, such as transcription and translation, and if the energy level falls to, or below, 0, then the model dies. Stresses are modelled as integer values representing how many stress molecules are present within the model, and if either threshold, T stress 1 or T stress 2 (for stress 1 and 2, respectively) is exceeded, then the model dies. Biomass is modelled as an integer value representing how much biomass has been produced. Biomass, or yield, is an indicator of growth and as such is the primary measure of fitness of the models.
Genes
Each gene i, with the exception of input genes, has an associated regulatory region consisting of a set, J, of binding sites, j. Each binding site j can be either activating, r ij = 1, or inhibitory, r ij = -1 and has an occupancy value, o ij , which is 1 if bound and 0 otherwise, where i is the index of the gene, and j is the index of the binding site within gene i. Regulation state, a i , of a gene is dependent on activating and inhibitory binding site occupation according to the Eq. 2:
Input gene activation is dependent on other cellular or environmental states (as defined above). Each gene encodes a protein product which has a number of parameters: shape, s i , an integer value from a 1D circular shape space (of size s max ); protein production, prod i , a non-negative integer value determining the mean number of proteins produced per gene expression event; protein degradation rate, deg i , a non-negative integer value determining the mean number of simulation time-steps before the protein passively degrades. Each binding site also has a shape parameter drawn from the same shape space as protein shape.
Protein-DNA Binding and Affinity
Each gene and binding site has a shape, and the complementarity between the two shapes determines the binding affinity between a protein and a binding site. The 1D circular shape space was introduced by Cordero and Hogeweg (2006) , and provides an abstracted representation of protein binding domains and binding site structure. The binding affinity, b ij , between two integer shapes, s i and s j , will take a discrete value given by Eq. 3:
where d max is the largest integer Euclidean distance which two shapes can bind. A 3-gene regulatory network example showing protein-DNA interactions and binding affinity is shown in Fig. 1 .
Transcription, Translation and Basal Expression
Transcription and translation are modelled as bursts, in which several mRNA or protein molecules are synthesised simultaneously, reflecting the experimental work of Cai et al. (2006) with an energetic cost associated with the transcription (C mRNA ) and translation (C protein ) events. Any gene i whose regulation state, a i , is C1 (more positive bindings) will be expressed. Additionally, any gene with a regulation state of 0 (equal positive and inhibitory binding) can randomly express with a given fixed probability, K basal , representing random RNA polymerase binding events. The mean number of proteins produced per transcription event (and associated energetic cost, see Eq. 1) is dependent on the protein production value.
Protein Degradation
Protein degradation is a passive process, which is determined by the degradation value of a protein, deg i , for the protein corresponding to gene i. This value represents the number of time-steps the protein remains stable and functional. Once a protein has degraded, it is removed from the model.
Model Initialisation
All models are initialised with a linear genome, consisting of two energy signalling genes, nine food genes, two stress receptor genes, 32 regulatory genes, four biosynthesis genes and two stress response genes in this order. Each gene parameter is randomly assigned with the protein shape selected from the 1D integer shape space, protein production value between 0 and 8 (with equal probabilities) and protein degradation value between 1 and 3 (with equal probabilities). Further, each regulatory gene and output gene is assigned a random regulatory region consisting of between 0 and 3 binding sites (with equal probability), each with the binding site shape selected from the 1D integer shape space, and regulatory type either activating or repressing (with equal probability). All parameters for energy and stress thresholds, energy production, biosynthetic cost and production and basal expression values are identical and fixed for all models.
Model Simulation
The models are simulated using discrete Boolean networks. To facilitate the evolution of realistic network structures and mechanisms, a stochastic formulation of Boolean networks is used, capturing the essential inherent noise in the molecular processes (Jenkins and Stekel 2010) . Simulation of each model consists of a fixed number of timesteps, consisting of a sequential ordering of sub-steps, and an equal starting energy level:
1. Determine food availability and stress levels from time-dependent functions. 2. Determine ordering of protein and binding site interactions Each species of protein within the model is selected to interact with binding sites in a specific order. The ordering of the binding sites is also specified each time-step. Each protein species will attempt to interact with unoccupied binding sites, until either no free protein molecules are available, or all binding sites have been selected. This ordering of protein and binding sites is randomised each timestep. 3. Determine regulation state of input genes nrg genes are activated based on specific energy levels, fod genes are activated based on environmental food availability and rcp genes are activated based on the presence of intra-cellular stress molecules. 4. Transcribe and translate input genes Each input gene that was activated in step 3 is expressed, producing protein. The number of proteins generated is a random normal, with l = prod i and r = 0.5, rounded to the nearest non-negative integer. The energetic costs for the input genes transcription and translation events are calculated using Eq. 1. 5. Determine Protein-DNA interactions Using the protein and binding site order from step 2, protein-DNA [ [0,1) ) are transcribed and translated (including output processes). 8. All proteins unbind from the DNA (o ij = 0) and all genes are inactivated (a i = 0). 9. Determine protein degradation Proteins are degraded with the probability of 1/deg i . 10. Check simulation termination criteria (1) required number of time-steps completed (model survives), (2) energy level falls to, or below, 0 (model dies) and (3) any stress threshold is exceeded (model dies).
Evolutionary Framework
The evolutionary environment is a genetic algorithm (Holland 1992), which consists of a fixed-size population of models. The initial generation, consisting of randomly generated models, is non-adaptively evolved for 10 generations to generate a more biologically realistic network (for evolutionary operators see below). A single offspring from each non-adaptively evolved initial network is generated, creating a population with twice the initial number of models. Each model within the population is then simulated independently, but with identical environmental conditions for 2000 time-steps. After simulation, each model is assigned a fitness value, f i :
Each successive generation consists of the fittest 50% of the surviving population (elitist selection). The selected models then each replicate once, creating a new generation of models. In each generation of the evolutionary algorithm, the models are reset, so have the same initial energy level of 1,000 molecules, and 0 protein. During the replication process both the parent and the daughter model can mutate (see below). The evolutionary process is then repeated with the new population. Whilst no direct competition between models is present (such as competition for food), the number of models in each generation is constant, and so is a limiting factor and as such introduces competition between the models, generating evolutionary pressure.
Evolutionary Operators
A number of evolutionary operators are defined at the individual gene level and genome level: (i) Gene duplication, in which the entire gene (including protein parameters) and its regulatory region is duplicated and added to the genome with probability M gDup . If either an input or output gene is duplicated then the gene and its associated parameters and regulatory region are duplicated, however, the duplicate gene does not function as an input/ output gene. When a gene is duplicated, for the purpose of gene/protein ordering during simulation, they are placed after the existing regulatory genes in a linear genome, but before output genes; (ii) Gene loss, where the entire gene and its regulatory region is removed from the genome with probability M gLoss . Input and output genes cannot be lost. This ensures a 'minimal' genome will always exist consisting of the initially defined number of input and output genes; (iii) Protein shape mutation, in which the protein shape is mutated by a random normal, with l = 0 and r = log 10 s max , with probability M pShape ; (iv) Protein production mutation, where the protein production value is mutated by a random normal, with l = 0 and r = 2, with probability M pProd ; (v) Protein degradation mutation, where the protein degradation value is mutated by a random normal, with l = 0 and r = 2, with probability M pStab ; (vi) Binding site duplication, where a random binding site from the genome is duplicated with probability M bsDup ; (vii) Binding site loss, where a binding site is lost with probability M bsLoss ; (viii) Binding site shape mutation, where the shape of the binding site is mutated by a random normal, with l = 0 and r = log 10 s max with probability M bsShape ; (ix) Binding site regulation flip, in which the regulation type (activating or inhibitory) is flipped with probability M bsFlip . Mutation probabilities are defined per gene for gene duplication/loss, protein shape/production/ degradation mutation operators and per binding site for binding site loss/duplication/shape/regulation mutation operators. All mutation parameter values are shown in Table 2 .
Experimental and Environmental Conditions
Two sets of internal and external environments of the 100 models were simulated and evolved: (1) a stress-free, base environment, and (2) a 'stressed' environment, which introduces a number of stresses to the base environment. The base environment consists of nine food sources, each providing 5, 10, 15, 20 (two sources of each) or 25 molecules of energy, which are always available. In the 'stressed' environment, each food source is randomly available for approximately 12% of the simulation. Four biosynthesis pathways, with combinations of high and low yield, high and low cost, are represented in the genome. Two energy signalling genes, one detecting high energy concentrations (500 molecules) and the other detecting low energy concentrations (333 molecules) are also represented. The 'stressed' environment consists of two further stresses (representing denatured proteins within the cell) and two corresponding stress response pathways. Every 25 simulation time-steps, 25 stress molecules enter the cell, generating a fixed cyclical stress regime. Each activation event of a stress response pathway removes 25 molecules of the associated stress. If the number of a specific type of stress molecules reaches the given lethal stress threshold (100), then the cell dies. Model parameters are given in Table 1 , and a discussion of parameter value selection can be found in Jenkins and Stekel (2010) .
Functional Complexity
Gene regulatory networks can be viewed as consisting of a number of integrated components or systems. In this model, we define three functional systems, each corresponding to a specific biological function:
1. The 'energy regulation' component consists of all output genes that are repressed by at least one input or output gene. These interactions conserve energy by down regulating over-expression. 2. The 'stress response' component consists of stress response pathways and the input and the output genes that activate them. A number of stress response subsystems can be present in the network, and is dependent on the number of stress receptor/stress response pathways in the network. 3. The 'growth' components consists of biosynthesis pathways and the input and the output genes that activate them. A number of growth sub-systems can be present in the network, and is dependent on the number of biosynthesis pathways in the network. Therefore in this model, a qualitative representation of complexity is the number of and interactions between these functional systems.
In Silico Global Regulators
In this model, the primary criteria for global regulation classification is based on global regulator properties (i) regulation of several metabolic pathways and (ii) regulation of large numbers of genes and operons. Thus, as the model consists of two types of outputs (biosynthesis and stress response), and each type of output can consist of a number of individual pathways, a global regulator is defined as regulating not only intra-type pathways (biosynthesis or stress response), but also inter-type pathways.
To test percentage of genome regulated, percentage of network edges regulated and percentage of positive edges regulated by the regulators, a v 2 test could not be used as the genome and regulated edges sizes of the evolved models were so small that the expected values were much less than 5 for each network (see Supplementary Tables S1 and S2) . Therefore, the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to test the proportions (computed using R).
Results
Complexity of Evolved Network is Strongly Influenced by Environmental Complexity
We evolved a number of randomly initialised model populations under 'stress-free', S -, and 'stressed', S ? , environmental conditions, reflecting increasing complexity. The network architectures were dramatically different between the two types of populations (Fig. 2) . Networks evolved under stressed conditions had a large and dominant energy regulation system (red box), which mainly consisted of one or several co-regulating global regulators (Fig. 2a) . Two stress response systems (yellow boxes) were observed in all final models. The double activation by the associated stress receptor signal is a mechanism to over-ride the global energy regulation system, and thus indicates a co-evolving relationship between the two systems. The presence or absence of growth systems (blue boxes) within the network is highly dependent on whether the network can replicate. Networks a(i) and a(ii) each contain at least one growth system. Networks evolved under stress-free conditions have a much smaller energy regulation system, although still usually consisting of a single global regulator (Fig. 2b) . However, the global regulators often perform both activation and repression of different output pathways. The growth systems are the more dominant systems (examples are shown in networks b(i, ii)). The systems are largely interconnected, with many input pathways activating several biosynthesis pathways.
The Evolution of Global Regulators is Adaptive
We examined the largest regulator (gene with most outgoing connections) within each population, evolved under stressed (S ? ), stress-free (S -) or non-adaptive (NA; random fitness function) conditions. Table 3 shows the mean percentage of genome regulated and percentage of all network interactions regulated by the largest regulator in each of the 10 replicate populations (networks with multiple different regulators were excluded. Full data available in Supplementary Table S1 ). Under stressed conditions 62.9% of all genes were regulated by the largest regulator, and a similar proportion (57.1%) of genes was regulated under stress-free conditions. In non-adaptively evolved populations, the percentage of genes regulated by the largest regulator was significantly smaller, with an average of 11.2% of genes regulated (stressed: P = 1.717 9 10 -4 ; stress-free: P = 1.817 9 10 -4 ). The total proportion of network interactions regulated by the largest regulator was also significantly higher in the stress (22.8%) and stress-free (19.6%) populations, than the 1% in non-adaptive populations (stressed: P = 1.083 9 10 -5 ; stress-free: P = 1.083 9 10 -5 ). The numbers of positive and negative interactions by the largest regulator in the non-adaptive populations were statistically equivalent (P = 0.23), whereas stressed populations had a significant bias towards negative interactions (100%; P = 6.386 9 10 -5 ), and the stress-free populations had a less significant bias towards negative interactions (66.2%; P = 2.305 9 10 -3 ). None of the largest regulators within the non-adaptively evolved populations were classed as global regulators, but in stressed populations 100% and in stress-less populations 90% of the largest regulators were classed as global regulators. Global regulation was therefore strongly selected for under both stressed and stress-free environmental conditions, and adaptive regulator structure is significantly different from non-adaptive regulator structure. Analysis of the largest regulators in the randomly generated networks is in Supplementary Results and Supplementary Table S2 .
Complexity of a Network Arises in Stages
We examined the entire evolutionary history of a number of models from each type of population. Figure 3 shows selected 'snapshots' of the best performing model in one of the stressed populations over its 10,000 generation lineage. The initial network (randomly generated) consists of a small energy regulation system regulating a single biosynthesis pathway, and an inter-connected growth system (Fig. 3a) . Additionally, a stress response system is present. This network is nonviable (able to survive no more than 50 time-steps) and with the minimal system architecture is not complex. The network evolution progresses in two broad phases; this is related to the two components of the fitness function. In the first phase (Fig. 3a-d) , the networks are unable to be replicated, and selection is for longevity. In the second phase ( Fig. 3e-h) , the networks are able to replicate, and selection is for rate of growth. After 100 generations the network has substantially changed from its initial state (Fig. 3b) . The complexity of the energy regulation system is increased, with three biosynthesis pathways regulated. A second stress response system has evolved, whilst the complexity and efficiency of the original response system has increased, with the addition of activation by its associated receptor. The specific growth system has been lost, with increasing efficiency of energy regulation. This together with the stress response systems allow the network to survive around 100 time-steps. The network after 250 generations has increased the efficiency of the second stress response system, also evolving activation by its receptor (Fig. 3c) . The increased efficiency of the stress response systems now prevents the cell from dying due to the lethal stress levels. The efficiency of the energy regulation systems has further increased, with additional input pathways regulating the biosynthesis pathways. This network is able to survive between 150 and 250 time-steps. The network after 500 generations again has an increasingly complex energy regulation system, with three co-regulating global regulators providing an efficient, but redundant, energy saving mechanism (Fig. 3d) . A different growth mechanism has also reappeared, but the energetic cost is still not sustained by the network. These adaptations increase the survival to between 300 and 400 time-steps.
The second phase begins at generations 1166 with the emergence of the first replicating network. This network shows the first appearance of what becomes the primary global regulator, Rsp1, in the energy regulation system (Fig. 3e) . A co-regulating global regulator, Fod2, is also present in this system. The complexity of the stress response systems has increased, with each receptor binding to multiple binding sites of each response gene. This additional complexity has evolved in response to the incorporation of both stress response pathways into the energy regulation system, indicating an adaptive response to the other systems. By 1,500 generations, the network whilst maintaining similar stress response systems, has lost the co-regulating global regulator Fod2 (Fig. 3f) . The growth system, Syn3, has been modified to be more efficient, using a food signal. Moreover, the network is now able to sustain this system and biomass production (now the measure of fitness) has increased fitness from around 3,500 to over 5,500. The network after 5,000 generations has evolved a new co-regulator, Fod6, in the energy regulation system (Fig. 3g) , possibly indicating an adaptation for robustness or role as a secondary regulator. The functional systems are increasingly inter-connected, producing an increasingly complex network. The growth system remains and is increasingly more efficient, with regulation from the energy signalling pathways (Nrg1 and Nrg2), resulting in an increase of biomass production and fitness to around 19,500. At the end of the evolution, 10,000 generations, the network structure is similar to the previous network. The energy-regulating system still consists of two global regulators, but with weakened interactions from the secondary Fod6 regulator (Fig. 3h) . The main growth system has become decoupled from the energy regulation system. Protein production and stability rates have also been modified, leading to an increase in biomass production and fitness of around 22,000 (Supplementary Table S3 ). Analysis of fitness and modularity can be found in Supplementary Results and Supplementary Figures S1 and S2.
Highly Adapted Models Consist of Inter-Connected Systems with Essential and Non-Essential Components
The sub-systems of the evolved networks are mostly overlapping throughout the evolutionary simulation (Fig. 3) . Several of these sub-systems are very sensitive to mutation (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Table S4 ). Removal of either stress response system, by disabling the interactions from the proteins Rcp1 (str1KO in Fig. 4 ), or Rcp2 (str2KO) is completely lethal. Removal of the regulation interactions from the global regulator Rsp1 (nrgKO) is also completely Fig. 3 Incremental evolution of a functionally complex gene regulatory network. The network initially starts with each type subsystem, yet is unable to survive more than a few tens of time-steps (a). After 100 generations the network structure has changed dramatically, losing the growth system, but gaining an efficient stress response system (b). By 250 generations a second stress response system has evolved, and also the energy regulation system has continued to grow (c). By 500 generations a number of small global regulators have evolved, further increasing the energy regulation system (d). The network also has a number of redundant regulators each performing identical roles. A growth system has also re-emerged which is interacting with stress and energy regulation systems. The first replication event after 1,166 generations shows the network has a very efficient set of stress response systems, and also the emergence of just two co-regulating global regulators performing the majority of the energy regulation (e). The different systems have become increasingly interconnected. After 1,500 generations only a single global regulator now performs the key role in global regulation (f). An independent growth system has also emerged, which is now viable due to efficient energy regulation and stress systems. Network functionality remains similar after 5,000 generations, with the global regulator increasing the number of pathways regulated, and recruitment of another gene as a transient global regulator (g). The growth system has increased in efficiency, now utilising the energy signals. After 10,000 generations network structure and function is again similar (h). The energy regulation system is still controlled by the same global regulator, and a secondary weaker connected regulator. The main growth system is now independent of other systems, and a second has evolved within the energy regulation and stress systems. The network functionality is evolved in stages, with certain systems as prerequisites for the sustainability of others lethal; removal of the interactions from the global regulator Fod6 has only a minor impact on survival (data not shown). This suggests that the additional global regulation by Fod6, rather than acting as either a back-up regulator or co-regulator, may be non-adaptive. In Fig. 3g and h it can be seen that the strengths of the interactions from Fod6 have decreased over the 5,000 generations shown and it is plausible that this global regulatory system is in the process of being lost. Major reductions (90% or greater) in the production or stability rates of the global regulator, Rsp1, are also detrimental to survival rate. However, the network is also robust to other mutations and is able to withstand, to varying degrees, entire removal of some systems. Removal of the decoupled growth system (grwKO) severely reduces the growth rate of the model, but increases its survival to almost 100%. Small reductions in production or stability rates (\50%) are mostly non-lethal.
Discussion
Evolution in biology is inherently difficult to observe in action, due to the enormous timescales required. In this study, we have used computational evolution to allow the observation of evolutionary processes on long timescales. In summary, we find that gene regulatory network structure and function is strongly influenced by environmental conditions. The evolution of functional complexity occurs in stages, in which essential energy regulation and stress response systems are required before growth systems can be sustained. Also, the network is more robust to mutations to the non-essential growth systems, than the energy regulation and stress response systems. Evidence of redundancy is observed during multiple points during evolution, indicating that duplication of systems is used to provide exploratory material for further functional evolution. These genes are also transient, and can eventually be lost through mutation. Also observed was the de novo evolution of global regulation mechanisms, which are strongly selected for under specific conditions. The evolution of increasingly complex gene regulatory mechanisms has also been observed in other in silico bacterial models, for instance, in evolving chemotaxis dynamics, simple mechanisms were observed in environments of constant stimuli, whereas under fluctuating stimuli environmental conditions more complex mechanisms were observed (Goldstein and Soyer 2008) . This further implies a strong connection between environmental and network complexity. The incremental functional evolution observed during our experiments is also an exciting result. Randomly generated networks are generally non-viable due to the energetic cost of over-expression of one of the components and/or lethal stress levels. Therefore, the solution is to remove the energetic requirements, which can be achieved in a number of ways: (1) remove non-essential/non-functional genes, (2) reduce the basal expression rate or (3) regulate the expression of genes. It is evident that all three actions are utilised, as genome size very quickly reaches a small size, and many gene expression rates are also reduced. Global regulation of gene expression was a selected mechanism and the evolution of similar global regulatory structures was observed in many populations. The global regulation mechanism is a very energy efficient solution, requiring expression of only a single gene to regulate many. The relative ease, in living systems, of adaptive evolution of a binding site via point mutations to a specific transcription factor, in a reasonable evolutionary timescale (Berg et al. 2004) , would further strengthen the selection of such a regulatory mechanism in the model. This energy efficiency, and ease of evolving new regulatory interactions, along with the similar structure observed in many populations, may be strong evidence for the adaptive selection of global Fig. 4 Robustness and fragility to mutations in network components. Wild-type (WT) model is evolved network from Fig. 3h and each strain is simulated 1000 times. The WT consistently reaches the termination criteria of 2,000 simulation steps, indicating a robust and efficient network. Removing the global regulators (nrgKO) governing the energy regulation system reduces survival rate to 0, but is able to survive around 150 time-steps. Removal of the first stress response system (str1KO) also reduces the survival rate to 0, and can survive only tens of time-steps. A similar result is observed removing the second stress response system (str2KO), but survives around 100 time-steps. The mutants, str1KO and str2KO, cause the network to die at different points in simulation, due to the additional global regulator activity of elements of the str1 system. Removal of the independent growth system (grwKO) has a positive effect on survival rate, reaching nearly 100%. Therefore, certain sub-systems are prerequisites for survival, whilst others can be lost with little effect on survival rate. Perturbing the global regulator, Rsp1, also dramatically affects survival rate. Halving the protein stability (HALF-STAB) causes the network to die at any point, but mostly replicates. Reducing the protein production rate also has a large impact on survival, indicating the highly tuned state of the network regulation mechanisms observed in many biological networks, in contrast to the non-adaptive mechanisms proposed (Cases and de Lorenzo 2005; Lynch 2007a, b) . Once energy regulation is resolved, the models adapt to counter lethal stress levels, which are only encountered once energy regulation is in place. When both energy regulation and lethal stress levels are resolved, the next adaptation is for speed of growth. Growth systems were observed at multiple points during the network evolution, however, it is only once the 'core' systems are in place that the growth systems become fixed. Thus, a reasonable hypothesis is that, early in evolution the 'core' survival systems of energy regulation and detoxification might have evolved prior to efficient growth and replication systems.
Biological networks are often thought of consisting of modular, independent units. Indeed, other in silico experiments have found modularity to increase with network complexity (Kashtan and Alon 2005; Hintze and Adami 2008) . However, the observed network structures, whilst displaying some clearly modular functional systems, were not independent with many cases of inter-connected systems, with overlapping modules sharing genes. Examining biological networks in more detail we see a similar inter-connected functional structure. For instance, the global regulator CRP regulates the central carbon metabolism of E. coli. Yet, it also regulates many other metabolic and stress response pathways, creating a centrally connected hub structure, rather than independent functional modules (Keseler et al. 2009 ). Although it is convenient to attempt to separate a biological network into smaller independent sub-graphs, such as the network motif approach, it is also possible to 'lose the bigger picture'. Such an approach may yield some dynamical or functional behaviour from a network, but without taking all other interactions and connections into account, not all behaviours will be identified. As such, we suggest that a true biological complexity measure should not only take structural information, such as modularity, into account, but also necessarily requires functional information, such as the functional systems approach taken in this study.
